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A LOOK TO THE FUTURE

Housing and Parking Are Planned
For Sure—Ad. Building Maybe
By JOAN LILLEY

In the past issues of Synapse we have shown you the
University of the past, the present, and the near future. Now
we are going to bring you the most speculative article in
this series—A Look to the Future. In the beginning we must
differentiate between those projects for which money has
already been funded, and those
which are little more than dreams

or ideas at this time. One must
bear in mind that these ideas are
the tentative plans as of November 8, 1957, and are subject to

changes as required by changing
demands and funds available. The

responsibility for determining the
priority and necessity of these
future projects rests with a Uni
versity Planning Committee,

com-

posed of representatives from the

Students Greet Millberry Union Director
Despite the mad whirl of midterms an enthused group of students took time out last Tuesday evening week to greet Mr.
Robert Alexander, on far right, and his charming wife, on far left,
at a coffee and cake reception given by your ASUCMC in the
faculty dining hall of Moffitt Hospital. There are many things being
planned for the students in the way of recreation and cultural
programs—when the Union opens next year the campus will take

on a completely new look. Those persons who attended the reception the other night came away with the feeling that these plans
were now in capable hands—the hands of MR. ROBERT ALEXANDER. DIRECTOR. GUY S. MILLBERRY MEMORIAL UNION.
Hope you were among the 50 persons who stopped by to say

Pharmacy Students
Receive Awards

Influenza Vaccine Now
In Ample Supply

At a recent meeting of the Pharmacy School Student
Body, Dean Troy C. Daniels announced the decisions of the
Committee on Scholarships regarding prizes and scholarships
awarded by the school for the year, 1957-58. Some fifteen
students, ranging in status from the Sophomore class to the

Graduate division, were recipients of these awards.
Frank Hiroshi Nakano, as-the
Junior student with the highest
scholastic record, will have his
name engraved on the Phi Delta
Chi Cup, which is sponsored by
the Pharmacy fraternity of the
same name. The O. C. Hansen
Memorial Plaque, presented to
the senior with the highest fouryear scholarship record, will go
to Carol Ann Bell. The John Walter Millar Award in Pharmacy

Administration, consisting of a
plaque with engraved name, has
been given to Harvey N. Kantian.
Karl L. CHacollni is the recipient of the Merck Award for proficiency in Pharmacy 115A-1158,
while Dale H. Larson will receive
the award for his work in Pharmaceutical Chemislry 110A-110B;
both will receive three pharmatico-chemieal books. The Bacon
ceutico chemical books. The
Bacon Prize, maintained by the
Women's Pharmaceutical Association of the Pacific Coast and
consisting of a pharmaceutical
book, and the Ladies Auxiliary
of the California Pharmaceutical
were
Scholarship
Association
awarded to Joan Bertha Lllley.
Stanley Norman Goldstein and
Vuichi Ito each received a Pharmacy Foundation Scholarship,
provided by the Board of Grants
of the American Foundation for
Pharmaceutical Education. The
BarnesHind Scholarship, furnished by the Barnes-Hind Laboratories, will go to Robert Wil-

-

liam Barnard.

Howell has been
the Henry Benjamin
Carey Scholarship, given by the
Cutter Foundatldn of Berkeley,
Beverly Anne

awarded

California. The State of California Scholarship was presented to
Robert A. Mlrlgiftn. Claude ML

Stevens

is the recipient of the
sponsored by the

Scholarship

University of California Alumni
Association, Pharmacy Chapter,
lulwin D. Hersh will receive the
Pharmacy Scholarship Fund, established jointly by the San
Francisco Retail Druggist's Association and the Alameda Pharmaceutical Association, intended to
encourage scholarship and
studies of an investigative na-

ture.

The students and Faculty join
thanking donors of these
awards, who have done so much
to encourage increased student
effort and high scholastic ideals.

in

.
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Mcd Students
Meet Tonight
Tonight, November 8, the
ASSM Council holds the second
meeting of the fall semester in
room 136S at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Crede,
who just returned from a meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges, will present
the findings of the detailed survey: Ecology of the Medical Student. U.C. students will recall fill-

ing out an extensive questionnaire last spring.
At the first meeting, freshman
Vinoe Kausone spoke enthusiasti-

•

the international Clinic for medical students which he
attended in Germany last summer. Further informtaion will be
made available to interested students concerning clinical and preclinical clerkships abroad as well
as summer schools for wandercally about

ing J.C.'s.
All medical students are welcome at the meeting. The question of the Medi-Cal layout will

be on the agenda.

"Hello"!

Influenza vaccine in ample quantity to innoculate all
students at the Medical Center is now available at the Student
Health Dispensary.
Students may report to Student Health, Monday through
Friday during the hours of 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., throughout
November, for their influeii7.a
inoculation.
Influenza vaccine, the use of
which is the only practical means
available for prevention of the
infection, provides protection to
proximately 70 per cent of those
receiving it. The maximum antibody response is reached in about
a month, and immunity endures
for at least six months.
Reactions to the vaccine are
generally very slight and occur
in about 10 per cent of those receiving the material. Such reactions range from local pain and
swelling at the injection site to
fever and generalized achiness.
However, the maximum period of
these reactions is one day. Compared to being ill for several
days with influenza, as well as
having the residual "washed out"
feeling and cough (which frequently occurs after influenza)
for a week or more, we are convinced that the vaccine is worthwhile. Students at the Medical
Center, due to their long hours
and patient contact, are particularly susceptible to respiratory infections and therefore to such
"droplet" infections as influenza.
Statistics at the Medical Center
for this September and October
(to the 25th) show a significant
increase in the number of students hospitalized with influenza
compared to last year and to the
average of the past five years.
Since the semester started, 50
students have been hospitalized
with influenza. During the same
period last year, only one student
wag hospitalized with influenza.
The five year average was one

case.

Although the average number
of hospital days for Influenza pa-

tients so far this fall has been
only four days, it must be emphasized that after a bout with this
disease patients feel "washed out"
for a week or longer and many
have a distressing residual cough.
Influenza vaccine is contrainilicatcd in persons with a history
of sensitivity to eggs, since egg
material is used in the process
of developing the vaccine.
So far only 20 per cent of the
total student body hasTiad influenza vaccine. We urge that the
rest of you students rejtort now
for your influenza vaccine injection.

.

o
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Noon Concert Series to
Begin Next Thursday
On Thursday, November 11.
soprano Judy Maas with pianist
Helen Sizer will inaugurate a series of noon concerts at the Mcdi
cal Center. The program will begin at 12:10 in classroom B (Old
Medical School Bldg.) and includes songs of Brahms, Debussy and several folksongs. Mrs.
Maas appeared last spring on the
popular noon concerts series at
U.C. in Berkeley, after which the
series here is modeled. The second concert is planned for December 6, with the accomplished
young Oakland pianist Janet
Goodman.
The Medical Center branch of
the California Club sponsors this

musical offering in anticipation
of the Student Union and Its fine
facilities for such events. Students especially are Invited to
these concerts, and may bring
their lunches.

staff of the four schools on cam
pus.
In the immediate future, we
have (he following projects which
have already been funded: student housing, an additional wing;
for Langley Porter Clinic, and
added narking facilities.
The history behind the fund
ing of the student residences is
a very interesting one. Up until
last year, these projects were
fairly low on the Regents' priority evaluation. At that time the
federal government made a size
able appropriation for college
residence facilities across the
country, with the condition that
all money so contributed would
be equally matched from other
sources, and that construction
made possible under this program would be undertaken no
later than June of 1955. The Re
gents immediately seized upon
this opportunity, making student
residences, including both unmarried and married student residences on the campus, among the
first on the priority list.
The additional residences for
single students will be provided
by adding two more floors to the
east wing of the Student Union;

this vvtll accommodate approxi
persons. The residences
for married students will be lo-

matoly 65

cated on the south side of Mt.
Sutro. and will be encompassed
in a village-type arrangement,
consisting of 150 apartments in
twelve or thirteen separate units.
Each vtnit will have central heating, and laundry and storage facilities. The apartments will be
unfurnished with the exception of
stove and refrigerator. Two-thirds
of the apartments will have one
bedroom and the remainder two
bedrooms, the latter being arranged on two levels, with the
living and dining areas downstairs and the bedrooms upstairs.
All ground level apartments will
open onto garden areas, while
the upper levels will have access
to balconies. Playground areas
will be available, and parking will
be furnished to accommodate one
car per apartment.
Parkins; Area Expansion
The additional parking area for
students, nurses, clinic patients,
visitors, professional groups, and

nonprofessional employees will

accommodate approximately 700
cars. It will be a multistory structure l>elwecn the Student Union

and Irving Street, with the floors
coincident and continuous with
the parking levels already pro
vided in the Student Union.
All the other University projects ranffe from probable to invisible to hoped-for. Among the
most urgent of these is a Health
Sciences and Research Building,
planned in two stages. Seventythree per cent of this unit will
be reserved for research, includ
ing microbiology, pathology,

ra-

diology, surgery, preventive mcdi
cine, and cancer study. There

would also be accommodations
for library expansion, classes and
laboraiories. legal medicine, animal quarters, and a metabolic
unit. Since h was originally
planned as Increments 111 and
ry, and will be an extension of
the Medical Sciences Building, Ms
construction would necessitate
(Continued on
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EDITORIAL

Prior to October 23, 1957 there were many problems and
decisions confronting the ASUCMC Council and the Administrative Committee of the University in relation to the Guy
S. Milberry Union —then they held a joint dinner meeting.
Out of this meeting came the decisions that will mean that
the students will have a majority vote on the Board of
Governors, which, among other things, will control the student
store and cafeteria. The officers of the Board will be elected
from among the Board members. There are several other
changes which are being written into the revised constitution.
When written, this revised constitution will be submitted to
the student council for final approval before being submitted
to President Sprout. One should not feel that this meeting
was a "cure-all," solving all our problems, but in general it
could be deemed highly successful. If future relations between
students and faculty can be gauged from this meeting the
Union is going to be a center of which we can be proud.
There are bound to be differences of opinion between stud< nts and faculty as all the details of the Union are worked
cut- but when there is a common cause as the endpoint,
compromise becomes the keynote to success.
We hope that this revised constitution will be satisfactory
to all groups so that the President and Regents can review
and pass it in time for the Board of Governors to be elected
and begin wot k this academic year—before the Union is
physically completed.

Student Church
Saints, Sinners
and Skeptics
The new Protestant group on
campus. Saints, Sinners,
and
Skeptics, will be holding its second, meeting on November 12,
from 7:30 to 9:30. It will be held
at the 7th Avenue Presbyterian
Church, on 7lh Avenue between
Jutlah and Irving. Dr. Robert A.
Thornton. Professor of Theoretical Physics at San Francisco
State College, will lie speaking
on the subject "Christianity and
Si-i' nee." Visitors arc welcome.

Groups

Newman Club
What is it about Communism
that makes it so dreadful? Why
is it being fought so vehemently
n> the Church? What is it about
Russia that we fear? These and
other questions will be answered
at the Newman Club meeting on
November 2d, at 8 p.m. in St.
Anne's Library. Speaking on

"Communist Philosophy

Kxplanation of Ihe Soviet

as

an

Menace will be Robert ('. MacKcnzic
of Hie University of San Francisco. All U.r.M.C. students are
invited in attend.

Roundsmanship is the obvious
extension of Stephen Potter's exposition of lifesmanship, oneupsmanship, and gamesmanship (the
art of winning games without
actually cheating).
A close study of this fine and
succinct art is important for all
medical personnel if they are to
derive maximal pleasure and re-

sults from time spent on rounds.
The purpose of rounds is to pad
out the daily schedule of duties
and to give display to the true
artisans of roundsmanship.
"Rounds" vary in distinction
from residents' rounds, through
consultants' rounds and chefs'
rounds, and all the way up to
grand super-rounds. Grand superrounds are a delight tp the connoisseur of ritual and rile and are
ranked superior to changing the
guard at Buckingham Palace as
such.
entourage
The colorful
of
grand super rounds is arrayed as
follows. First arrive the medical
students who are neatly grouped
in surried ranks and marshalled
to attention by the interns and
residents.-The interns and residents then station themselves
slightly in the foreground and
stand at smart attention. Then
music, of triumphal sort, is heard.

_

Dorm).
The frosh were entertained toyally with songs by the quartet

§

MarWt, Stockton i O'Farrell

/

diagnostic instruments—there enters chiefs, faculty, consultants,
and other assorted and sundry
dignitaries.

Roundsmanship itself Is the art
of appearing to know a great deal
about any medical topic without
actually confabulation. One of the
most useful techniques is usage
of the "pearl." A pearl is a gem
of succinct, pithy and generally
useless knowledge. An example
is Osier's sign: the presence of
a (a too indicating likeliness of
the presence of syphilis.
The diagnostic coup is, of
course, the major ploy of roundsmanship but, unfortunately for
the art, luck and ability are required to do this consistently.
Quoting journal articles, especially if this is done in such a
way that they actually seem
pertinent, is an excellent pointgetting mechanism. This method
is potentiated by quotation of the
exact volume number and the
page numbers. In fact, one of the
didactic rules of roundsmanship

known as the Somber Seniors, hot
cider, and were given a cook's
tour of the Senior abode. The
frosh are now impressed with
their spacious residence as cornpared to the miniature "haunt"
on 4th Avenue.
The bewildered frosh consideretl the get-together a pleasant
surprise and a good opportunity
to meet the upper classmen.

The Medical Center Expands
(Continued

the

demolition of the Hooper
Butlding and most of the Old
Medical School Building; the former would be incorporated into
the new structure.
The expansion of the Clinics
Building, as hoped for at the
present time, would approximately double its area by additions to
the south of the present building.
All existing clinical facilities
would be enlarged, including the

There would also he arrangements for a permanent Student

<<p

By MARDI HOROWITZ
The piece selected is either "Pomp
and Circumstance," "Hail to the
Chief,"
or "Rule Britannia."
Next, in florid array consisting
of capes, sashes, epaulets, spurs,
cloaks, and dress swords—the all
ensconced with rare and exotic

SENIORS KIDNAP FROSH

In spite of a bold, warning notiee posted on the front door, unwary freshman nursing students
were captured by Halloweenspirited seniors. Blindfolded, they
were led by the Stocking Mob on
a merry chase which led to the
Mob's hideout ialias 4th Avenue

dental clinics, and large watingnow almost completely absent, would be provided.

i

...

ROUNDSMANSHIP

room areas,

award for
the welldressed man!

Friday. Nov. 8. 1957

Health site.
The U.C. Hospital rehabilitation, which has already begun.
would be extended to include
modernization of the third, fourth
and fifth floors, some of the large
wards being divided into smaller
looms. The dietary area would
he enlarged, as would the X-ray
department on the third floor.
Four outmoded surgery rooms on
the second f'oor would be modernized, and the central laboratory facilities would be expanded.
One of the most-needed structures is a building for Records
and Equipment Storage, which
could house X-ray film, library
overstock, Pharmacy college records, inactive business records,
temporarily inactive or pooled
hospital and non-hospital equipment, and pathology specimens.

Administration

Building

The hopes and dreams of the
campus planners are also focused on three other projects; an
administration building, a professional office building, and a faculty housing unit. The Adminis
tration building would gather together many offices and departments now widely scattered
across the campus; the office of
architects and engineers, the
cashier, controller, department of
military education, police department, provost, purchasing, telephone exchange, Academic Senale, business manager, Dean of
Students, medical extension, personnel office, public information
center, registrar, and offices of

from Page I )

Student admissions and Graduate Division. The removal of
many of these from the ground
level of the U.C. Hosital would allow further extension of hospital
facilities in this area.
The Professional office building would provide offices for
physicians, surgeons, and dentists, as well as clinical laboratories, and such commercial facilities as an open pharmacy and
surgical supplies. There would be
some 28 medical suites for fulltime faculty members of the
Medical School. 10 dental suites
for the full time staff of the Dental school, and about 65 medicodental suites for clinical appointees of the schools of Medicine and
•Dentistry. This structure would
help clear the first floor of the
U.C. Hospital, where many professional offices are now located,
for its final renovation and conversion
much-needed
bed
to
space.
Accommodations similar to the
planned married students' residences would be incorporated into
some one hundred apartments in
the speculated faculty housing
area. Designed especially for
young faculty members with children, it would include one, two,
and three bedroom apartments,
with garden and play areas.
Interspersed among the above
building projects on the priority
planning schedule are several allowances for land acquisitions, in
order that all the forthcoming
structures may be suitably and

conveniently situated.
IWost of these projects have
no plans, dates, or deadlines associated with them; some, in fact,
have not as yet been evaluated
by the Regents of the University.
We have brought you this last
article in an effort to tie togeth
er our series as completely as
possible; many of these things
are a prediction, rather than 3
promise, of things to come. If our
growth remains unstinted, the
San Francisco Campus is on its
way to becoming one of the biggest and best integrated medical
center campuses in the world.

is

that numbers of any sort, espe-

cially

multidigit numbers, and

decimals, are always impressive.
The more confusing and irrelevant the better. Be wary, however, lest anyone discover you
have memorized articles especially for this purpose. Act as if they
just pop into your head.
Some virtuosi of roundsmanship specialize in the rare disease ploy. Suggesting rare diseases such as porphyria, cryo-

-

globulinemia, and black water
spotted-fever is always fashionable. It is most successful when
no one knows anything about 4he

disease you suggest.

A variant of this ploy is
eponym dropping. If the eponym
is hyphenated and/or polysyllabic, then success is assured.
Merely say "Could this possibly
be VonHippll-Lindau's Disease
or
Sturge-Weber Syndrome
Bustropovitchnik's Spudnik" and
you're in as a roundsman.
Be wary, however, for accurate
marksmen with plentiful supplies
of verbal arrows may
squelch the untutored. Practice
at the smaller rounds first and
listen closely at Grand SuperRounds for the subleties of the
art. Also, it is unfortunately difficult to both influence people
AND make friends.

... ...

Soph Pharmacy
Officers
Elected
The newly-elected leaders

of
the Sophomore- Class of the
School of Pharmacy recently, undertook the duties of their offices. Ronald Allsman was chosen
president, Bill Barr vice-president,
and Ellen Brown secretary-treasurer; Russ Ziebell and Harry
Avila will represent the class in
the student branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
In keeping with a long-standing

Pharmacy School custom, the stubody secretary-treasurer,
Joyce Taylor, was also chosen
from the ranks of the Sophomore
dent

Class.

Fresh Elect

Deny-Officers

Last week the freshman dental
students elected the following
people to represent them for the
coming year:
Gary Wilson —President, U.C,
Psi O.
Vice-President,
Mcl Wishan

—
Ganet Wong — Secretary, Sacramento J.C., Honorary Delt.
U.C.L.A., Zip.

Hick Gaebel

—

Repre-

sentative, U.C.1.A., I'si O.

Torrey's
Stationers
Portable Typewriters
REPAIRS
TERMS
1458 Haighr St. Near Masonic
UNderhill 1-4327

Hair Fashion
In The West
Begins at Don's

Stylimd Haircuts
from
(in our

€9

V"

Salon Styling Drpi.)

DON'S

350 West Portal
OVerland I-1 841
Opan Wednesday Eve.
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THE

ON THE HILL
by Jack Hockel and Bob Neumayr

THE TOWERING IVORIES
HALLOWEEN HAPPENINGS: T.here were parties
i galore on this ole hill. On Oct. 26, by IFC agreement, the
dental frats held their costumed-capers conjointly.' Thus it
was that Parnassus was alive with revelers wandering from
house to house. At the ZIPs Jack Cottingham was a good
Roman and John Derdivanis, a Greek, but the integrators
Dc Lorimer) stole the show
At PsiO a morgueWhile
like setting was quite appropriate for Halloween
at the Delta a more sedate fest with the P&S Delta was
At Rho
being maintained to the music of Rudy Salvini
Ist
as
a
skin.diver
Ron
Feldman
took
dressed
prize
Pi Phi
•(complete with H2O-tommy gun). Other notable costumes
were Stan Goldstein whose date came as Miss East Bay of
1929 (Stanley was a sports-car enthusiast) .Those hygienists
who went serenading on Halloween met with a rather wet
at the Zip house where they were thoroughly
AND SAY! What goblins dared
drenched in the shower
to roll garbage cans down the ramp of the nurses dorm on

.

...

..

...

..

...

Halloween night?

•

»

»

CAMPUS MEMO
,

November 10th
KOINONIA: Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
7th Avenue Presbyterian Church.

November 11th
REFRESHER COURSE: "Applied Biometry and Epidemiology" Dr. A. L. Russel from the
National Institute
of Health.
Room 301C, 9-12, Classroom F,
UCH 1-5.
November 12th
SAINTS, SINNERS, and SKEPTICS: 1329 7th Avenue, 7:30-9:30,
Dr. Robert Thornton, "Christianity and Science."
November 13th
LECTURE for Students. Dr.
Russell, Classroom E, UCH, 1 p.m.
November 13th
LECTURE for Faculty. Dr.
Russell, "Impact of Periodontal
Disease on Society on Dental
Practice." Room 1322, Science
Bldg., 8 p.m.
Norvember 13th
PORCUPINE Skins xmd Hairy
Ears, or the Sins of the Y-chromosomes. Curt Stern, Professor of
Zoology, University of California,.
Berkeley. Open to all. 1 to 1:30,
Golden Gate Room, Moffitt Hos-

pital.

November 20th
ASSESSING the Effective Person.. Donald W. MacKinnon, Professor of Psychology; Director,
Institute of Personality Assessment and Research, University of
California, Berkeley. Open to all.
1 to 1:30, Golden Gate Room, Mof-

SHOULD EVER GET TOO DULL: It seems
« that IFtheTHINGS
young ladies at the Dorm make it a habit to forget

fitt Hospital

that the elevator can stop at the main floor on the way down
to the Laundry. The latest victim was Marilyn Skidmore as
she skidded more than slid to the corner in her new plastic
If raincoat as ole elevator opened at an appropriate time on
Ist floor. Wonder if Monday is washday?

coming

'

•

*

#

NURSING NONSENSE: According to information there
is a new student nurses' club on the campus called—THE
''ROYAL ORDER OF THE FORKS! A select group of seniors
initiated an equally select group of frosh on Halloween Night.
We would like to know if those selected seniors were Nursing
Students or not.
*

•

»

.■>

•

MORE OF THE SAME: Senior nurses report that birdwatchers among the class are being jeopardized by peeping
tomcats across the street. The birdwatchers are student
nurses and the peeping tomcats, the NU SIGS. Just what
fcsort of night birds are you watching, girls?

*

•

*

»

*

THINGS OF VERY LITTLE INTEREST: The senior
DH class hoping to outdo their BAD TASTE Party of last
year are organizing and regrouping for an IVY LEAGUE
T*arty the first part of December. Should manage to get a
few stuffed shirts there. Do we get invited?

»

OBITUARIES & MORE TROUBLES: We have

engagements of DH Jan Walters and Dr. Tom Boyle, Anne
Pope to Robbie Leigh. Jerry Jensen, Dent Student, to Carol
Lucas. Congrats HDDS. Proud poppa Don Holsten, prexy of
ASUCMC has a new baby girl. Lots of luck studying lad.
Others of near similar fate are pharmacy students Stuart
ICarroll and Bob Glande.

•

•

••

.

A STROLL THRU MILLBERRY: Late one Sat. afternoon these two writers decided to see the new student union.
And so, on tiptoes, we walked inside and took a look around.
fHere is our brief and considered account
It's phantastik!!
The place is so huge one can't begin to realize its size from
the outside. The main-floor lounge is unbelievably large and
the adjoining auditorium is immense. The pool downstairs
is beautiful. But this is the greatest of it all: THE VIEW!!
There cannot be a greater panorama than that with which
we on Parnassus Heights are gifted. Kezar, Golden Gate
Park, The Bridge and the hills and houses of San Francisco.
And the Millberry Union has a ringside-seat location for all
windows throughout this
r-Jhis. There are nothing but large We
structure—and spacious balconies.
stood on the balcony
outside of the lounge and were awe-struck. The panorama
in front and huge cubical forms of the new union in back
of us really left an impression on the minds of these two
IRrriters. We can't wait till it's completed!

.

THE WISHING WELL
Cocktail Lounge

JUST A WHISPER OFF 7TH AVENUE

603 Irving Str«*»

SAN

FRANCISCO

SEobrlght 1-4433
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November 20th
PERSONNEL Orientation program. New.. non-academic employees. 2 to 3 p.m., 1322 S.
November 22nd

FACULTY Association HomeDay.

Morning:

F'anels

and Presentations,-9:30 to 1 p.m.,
Toland Hall. Guest speaker: Dr.

Curt Stern. Luncheon: 1 to 2:30
p.m., Golden Gate Room. Afternoon: 2:45 to 3:45 p.m., Toland
Hall. Guest speaker: Dr. Luis Alvarez. Social Hour: 4 to 5 p.m.,
Golden Gate Room.

Discussion Series
A lunch-hour discussion series

on "Health Sciences and the Prob-

lems of Man" has been instituted
the. campus Administrative
Committee for students, faculty
and employees. Guest speakers
are giving half-hour presentations
on a broad group of subjects, designed to stimulate interest in the
human individual and awareness
of his thoughts, problems, beliefs and activities. Sample titles:
"Time and How Man Uses It";
"Porcupine Skins and Hairy
Ears, or the Sins of the Y-ehromosomes"; "Assessing the Defective
Person." The series will continue
for seven successive Wednesdays,
concluding with a panel discussion of human ecology by J. B.
deC. M. Saunders, Malcolm S.
tVatts, Seymour M. Farber, Salvatore P. Lucia, and John 3.
Eiler.

by

AND THEN...

I felt his soft touch 6n" my cheek
And the gentle touch of his hand;
His very presence near me
Seemed-a breeze on desert land.
He deftly sought my lips,
My head he did enfold,
Then he broke the silence with:
"Want this filled with silver or
gold?"

WE ACCEPT ALL

"...THEN

YOU GENTLY...,

Sophomore Medical
Student Represents
Medical Center at
Student Union Meet

Good Grief!
You would never guess, but
the above heading is part of tbe
title of the forthcoming Senior
Nursing play called "Good Grief,
or I've Never Been So Keyed Up."
This hilarious play was written
by Joyce Shurtz and Kate Dailey,
who promise it will be tremen-

Scott Chilcott, a sophomore

medical student, was selected by
the A.S.U.C.M.C. recently to accompany IWr. Robert Alexander,
Director of the Guy S. Millberry
Union to Seattle for the annual
conference of Region 11 of the
Association of College Unions.
Region 11 includes Northern
California, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada, Montana, part of Idaho,
and Hawaii. Delegates were also
present from the University of
Saskatchewan and the University
of British Columbia". The conference was held Thursday, October
24 through Saturday, October 26,
1957 at the Husky Union building.
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
Approximately 25 institutions
were represented from the states
and territories mentioned above.
The conference was definitely
student centered, there being approximately 100 students to 30
staff members in attendance. Dis-

dous entertainment with a cast
of thousands—s9 to be exact! All
joking aside, the sets, make-up,

costumes, lighting, and characters in the play are original.
The freshmen and juniors at
the 610 Dorm have been hearing
small bits of melodrama, music,
and comedy from the 7th floor
which come from the "melting

pot of talent" of the senior class.
The whole dorm is getting excited to see what the final product will be.
The traditional Senior Class
play will be given November '14
and 15—curtain time at 8:15 p.m.
—7th floor, 610 Parnassus Nursing Dorm. There is no admission
charge—the entire Medical Center is invited.

cussions were geared to satisfy
common problems of students,
whether they were representing a
union on a large or small cam-

pus. Mr. Alexander served on a
panel which discussed the
problems of new and pending
unions. Samples of other topics
discussed were as follows: The
Role of the College Union, Programming for Non-Resident Students. New Trends in Recreation,
etc. This was the first time that
the Medical Center was repie-

sented at a Regional Conference
of this sort. Mr. Cbilcott was

brings you a new

steering

dictating-transcribing
machine for only

named to the Student Regional

Board which acts as a

group and planning agency for
the 1958 Conference.
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NEW DOCTOR DRAFT ORDER

Recent changes have been made in the law dealing with
physicians, dentists, and allied specialists.
The new law, approved by Congress at the last session,
authorized the President to make certain amendments to
Selective Service Regulations, the principal ones being:

1. Time spent on active military duty by medical, dental and
related specialists in student
programs prior to receiving their
professional degrees, or in intern
training, shall not be counted in
determining eligibility for exemption from induction as a
veteran.
2. Any such specialists rejected for a commission as a rereserve officer in any specialty
field on the sole grounds of
physical disqualification shall be
classified 4F as exempt from in-

duction.
3. The Secretary of Defense is
authorized to place separate calls
for the induction of specialists In
medical, dental and allied fields,
and such calls shall be filled by
qualified registrants.
4. Those calls shall be filled in
the same manner that regular
draft calls are filled.
5. Specialist draft registrants
must notify their local draft
boards, of receipt of any medical,
dental or allied specialist degrees
within 10 days after its receipts.

Physical Therapy
Lineup for '57-'58
By DON NEWMAN

Last week, or was it two weeks
ago, well anyway, an election of
Class Officers was held by the

Physical Therapy Student Body
(27 strong). The final results
placed Sandi Watson in the No. 1
position as Class President. Don
Newman will fill the slot of Vice
and Social Chairman.
Our Secretary-Treasurer
(or should I say Secretary of the
Treasury?) will be Alicia Peters.
Saddled with the job of Reporter
for the Physical Therapy Review
is Louise L<okey
"she like to

—

write."
The P.T.s are planning on getting together on Thursday mornings (post-midterms) for a bit of

bowling; and who knows, before
long the word "strike" may be-

The Synapse
Is Your
All-Campus
Newspaper

come quite common in our vocabularies.
Inspired.by the enviable ability
of Jim Franco, several of the
male members of the Class have
joined forces with the Psi O's on
the basketball court. Chances are,
when Ron Andrews "gets his eye"
(without his glasses), he will be

a tough man to contend with.

Scadinavian Pharmacy
Assoits are regulated'and business

Dr. Brochmann-Hanssen,
ciate Professor in the School of
Pharmacy, and recently returned
from Sabbatical leave spent in the
Scandinavian countries, presented a very informative discussion
to the Pharmacy student body explaining the status of Professional Pharmacy in Norway and
Sweden. Using slide projections
to accentuate his colorful descriptions, he
defined how the
strength of the intraprofessional
bonds have saved pharmacy from
the surge of socialism; how store
location is based on population
distribution, how prices and prof-

li-

censes allocated. Of special interest was the explanation of how
individual pharmacies are able
to manufacture many of their
own drug products and compete
successfully with industry. Dr.
Brochmann-Hanssen stated that
after having attempted to present
a true and honest picture of
American pharmacy to our
friends in Scandinavia, he hopes
to be able to bring to pharmacists

in the United

States a similar

understanding of the profession
as it functions and progresses in
Europe.

TV Operative Clinics
Medical Extension made a first
and highly successful venture
into television during its recent
course in general surgery. One
day of the week-long course was
devoted to televised operative
clinics; surgery in the Moffitt

Hospital operating rooms

was
transmitted on a closed circuit
to the Langley Porter Clinic au-

.I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ditorium. Some 70 physicians attended the course; I>eon Goldman
and Benson Roe were program

co-chairmen.
i....

We Hope You Are
In The Groove
and have everything under
Control...
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Meds, both with a 2-1 record. The
remaining teams—the Sen Meds,
the Psi O's, and the Kappa Psi's
—have yet to win a game in three
outings.
The hard luck* team of the
league so far has been the Psi
O's. They have lost to the Delts
by 1 point, the Soph Meds by 2
points, and were leading the Phi
Delts by five points at the half

but were overtaken 31-22. The
Psi O's have the potential and
with a few breaks, they will appear in the win column. The Sen
Meds, due to their studies, have
not been able to get a sufficient

-

their games. The

Kappa

Dental Cement
Saves Day For
Satellite Firing
The Naval Research , Laboratory had sent the satellite to the
Grand Central Rocket Co., for vibration tests on the powerful
18,000 mile solid propellant rcwfeet motor that is to set the satellite in its orbit.
About an hour and a half before the scheduled firing test last
Monday, engineers found that
they couldn't make the schedi%.
The cement used to onake the
electrical contacts would take toa
long to dry. So-o-o the project director-suggested that they take
it to his dentist to use some
quick drying "bridge cement."Besuit! The job was done in twentyschedule was
five minutes,
met, and the results were satis-

OLE'S

Psi's, al-

though having a well rounded
team, so far have had to play the
top three teams. Like the Psi O's,
Bud Taylor and crew will probably be winning in the coming

games.
The Soph Meds and the Delts
each have been tested against one
of the top three teams and both
have lost. Both these teams can
and will give any of the other
teams a run for their money.
The top three teams have yet
to play each other; and when
they do, it will be interesting to
see who comes out on top. However, chances are that there will
be upsets before the league is
over, and no team will be undev
feated.
The game played between the
Phi Delts and the Kappa Psi's
two weeks ago was one of the
most outstanding games played
thus far and .provided many
thrills. Kappa Psi got off to an
early lead with long outside shots
by Ron Allsman and jump shots
by Bob Wise. Wise also did a ter-

"

rific job getting rebounds. Phi
Delts had trouble getting started
mainly because of the ball-control
type of game played by Kappa
Psi arid the harassing of Bud
Taylor and Hiro Miyahara on defense. Piper helped keep the Phi
Delts in the game during the first
half With his rebounding and offensive power. At the half, the
Kappa Psi's had a 17-14 advantage over the Phi Delts. After
intermission, the Phi Delts exploded offense wise. Haase was
hot as a firecracker, scoring 9
points to overcome the lead that
the Kappa Psi's had. Willson and
Terriziam also came through in
the clutch, scoring points when
they counted. The Kappa Psi's
tried to make a comeback with
Ja, Wise and Miyahara doing the
scoring. However, their effort
came a little late as the Phi Delts
wen 33-31. High point man for
the Phi Delts was Haase with 15,
and for the Kappa Psi it was
Wise with 8. Faylor fouled out
near the end of the game, and his
absence may have been the punch
that the Kappa Psi's lacked.

Nov. 8. 1957,

factory.

amount of players out. They have
the height and with more reserves, should in the future, win

834 Irving
SE. 1-4154
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Jam Session every
Sunday Night

Above, Ron Marinda and Mor-

rie Corbett square off in one of
the Zip-Delt basketball gam e"s.
These teams have always been
traditional rivals in the Medical
Center Intramural Basketball
This year the league is headed
by Mits Fukamura. He is responsible for the scheduling of games
and referees.
The games are held each Tuesday *nd Wednesday night in the

s

TIP'S DRIVE-IN
Judah at 30th

22* BURGERS

HOT DOGS

League.

PRAWNS <
CHICKEN

Eat Here or Take Horn*

gymnasium at Polytechnic High
School, just across the street

from Kezar Stadium.
The teams this season seem to
be very closely matched, so every
game is an exciting one. Why
not plan to come out and support
the team of your choice?
There is ample room for spectators, and you will surely enjoy
the action. The-e are two games
each njght,.one at.7:00 and another at 8:00. Pick out a team
and support it.
This year the league is composed of teams from the sophomore and senior medical school
classes, LDS, Delta Sigma Delta,
Psi Omega, Xi Psi Phi, Kappa
Psi, and Phi Delts.
more
questions than a wise man can
Prof: "A fool can ask

answer."
Student: "No wonder so many
of us flunk in our exams."
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By MITS FUKUMURA
At the eni of i throe 'weeks of .play, (three teams, remain
undefeated: the Zips, the Phi Delts, and LDS'S—the latter
playing m the league for the first time. The Zips have won
3 games and the LDS'S and Phi Delts are undefeated in 2
games. Following these teams are the Delts and the Soph

pi

M
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